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  A great deal of money was spent on advertising, especially in the beginning of the venture.  In
fact,
of all Income Statement expenses (which do not include Payroll and Cost of Goods), the money

  

 spent on advertising and
promotion was the third highest
expense, with rent and
insurance being the highest.

  

  

  

  Advertising Was the 

Third Highest Expense,

with Rent & Insurance 

Being the Highest

  

  

  

  

  
Ad Campaigns:

It was thought that locating a
coffeehouse just steps away
from a 9-screen movie theatre

  

  

  

  and around the corner from two performing arts centers would result in high revenue at night and 
weekends.  Hence, to attract people in these target markets, expensive advertisements where
created and taken out in the playhouses’ “Playbills” in addition to on-screen and lobby ads

  

  

  in the movie theatre.  This was a huge waste of
money.  Shifting advertising dollars to the local
newspaper had the same, poor result.

  

       

  Surprisingly, the most 
successful advertising
campaign was mailing
coupons to area residents 
and placing a small sign on 
the sidewalk in front of the
store. The first day the
coupons arrived in area
residents’ mailboxes,
customers came to redeem
them. The sidewalk sign with
“$2 Latte Tuesday” written by
hand not only resulted in a
marked increase in revenue,
but loyal customers.  Other
successful ways of
advertising included using the
store’s large front windows
(my Master Barista was also
a graphic artist) and the
website I created to advertise
our daily specials.

  

  

  

  

  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   
Experience 

Working with

Advertising Agencies

   

   

   

        

   Free Advertising – 
There were several times when Café Tango received free advertising. The
first 
was before construction began: Channel 12, the local news station
interviewed
me about opening my business.  Another time was when Café Tango
received
free publicity in an article about gourmet food wraps.  Café Tango received
their highest rating.

   

   

   

 

  

Customer Loyalty
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   Customer Loyalty - 
Café Tango was able to keep – even increase the number
of
loyal customers by having Frequent Guest cards.  Our 
twist was to reduce the number of times customers needed
to make a purchase before getting a free beverage to six
instead of the typical ten. In addition, for our customer’s
convenience, they had the choice of either taking their cards
with them or having us keep their card in a box by our
registers. After a few days, the number of business-week
customers who left their cards with us (instead of taking it
with them) was over 160.

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

              

              

                      

                    

                      


